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Supplementary Figures 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 1 | Overview of regression procedure 
We estimated the cellular rates of Gibbs energy dissipation, gdiss, and a consistent set of standard Gibbs energies of 
reactions, ∆rG’
o, from the experimental data and the constraint-based model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 through regression 
analyses. The experimental training data consisted of measured extracellular physiological rates, intracellular 
metabolite concentrations and standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG͂’
o, determined from the component 
contribution method. The nonlinear regression analysis was regularized by the Lasso method50. This regularization 
included a regularization parameter α, which was determined by model selection. The regression consisted of two 
steps: (i) determining the minimal training error errα(y*) (* indicates a value at optimality) as a function of α; (ii) 
determining the goodness of fit using the reduced chi square χ2red,α as a function of α. The model selection was 
performed by repeating these two steps for different α and selecting the α with a reduced chi square χ2red,α of 1. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Results of the regression analysis for S. cerevisiae 
(a) Goodness of fit obtained in the regression analysis. The goodness of fit was determined by the reduced chi 
square statistics, χ2red, (the expected prediction error was determined by parametric bootstrap with n = 2000 training 
data sets, Supplementary Method 2.1), which we evaluated for different choices of the regularization parameter α. 
We found that the model fits the data the best for an α of 0.05 (χ2red,α = 1.00). Fitted values from the regression 
analysis with a regularization factor α of 0.05 versus measured values; (b) extracellular rates; (c) intracellular 
metabolite concentrations; (d) standard Gibbs energies of reactions, where the measured values are here the ones 
from the component contribution method. The plot shows the values for all conditions. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Sensitivity analysis of g
diss
lim constrained FBA predictions of S. cerevisiae regarding 
the maximal Gibbs energy dissipation rate 
Predictions of physiological rates for S. cerevisiae growth on glucose with growth maximization as objective and 
various limiting Gibbs energy dissipation rates, gdisslim: -3.7 kJ gCDW
-1 h-1 (black line) and -3.7 ± 0.3 kJ gCDW-1 h-1 
and -3.7 ± 0.6 kJ gCDW-1 h-1 (grey lines). Red circles represent experimentally determined values from glucose-
limited chemostat cultures17,52 and red triangles values from glucose batch cultures52,53. Predictions made with the, in 
the regression identified, maximal Gibbs energy dissipation rate of -3.7 kJ gCDW-1 h-1 (“0”) have the smallest 
median of the relative errors between predictions and n = 49 experimental data. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 | Sensitivity analysis of g
diss
lim constrained FBA predictions of S. cerevisiae regarding 
the technical lower bound on the absolute Gibbs energies of reaction 
The solver cannot handle strictly smaller statements and thus an arbitrary lower bound on the absolute Gibbs 
energies of reaction of 0.5 kJ mol-1 was chosen (black line). Predictions of physiological rates for S. cerevisiae 
growth on glucose with growth maximization as an objective and different lower bounds (0.1, 0.5, 1) on the absolute 
value of the Gibbs energies of reaction. Red circles represent experimentally determined values from glucose-
limited chemostat cultures17,52 and red triangles values from glucose batch cultures52,53. The chosen lower bound on 
the absolute Gibbs energies of reaction has no significant effect on the goodness of the predictions, as evident from 
the same median of relative errors between n = 49 experimental data and predictions obtained with all three bounds. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 | Sensitivity analysis of g
diss
lim constrained FBA predictions in S. cerevisiae using 
relaxed bounds on ∆rG’
 
and ln c 
Predictions of physiological rates for S. cerevisiae growth on glucose with an upper limit in the Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate, gdisslim, of -3.7 kJ gCDW
-1 h-1 as a constraint. As bounds for the variables ∆rG’
 and ln c the bounds 
derived from the variability analysis of the optimal regression results (physiological bounds) were relaxed by ± 25 % 
and 50 %. In another predictions, the bounds used in the regression (literature bounds) were used. Red circles 
represent experimentally determined values from glucose-limited chemostat cultures17,52 and red triangles values 
from glucose batch cultures52,53. The refinement of the model bounds slightly improves the predictions as evident 
from the smaller median of relative errors between n = 49 experimental data and predictions obtained with the 
physiological bounds. The switch from a respiratory to a fermentative metabolism with increasing GURs is, 
however, predicted with all different variable bounds and thus not enforced through the model refinement. 
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Supplementary Figure 6 | g
diss
lim constrained flux balance analysis predictions of S. cerevisiae with different 
commonly used objective functions 
Predictions of physiological rates for S. cerevisiae growth on glucose with an upper limit in the Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate, gdisslim, of -3.7 kJ gCDW
-1 h-1 as a constraint and various objective functions: maximization of 
growth (black line), maximization of ATP yield (green line), minimization of absolute sum of flux (red line), 
maximization of biomass yield per unit flux (blue line) and maximization of ATP yield per unit flux (brown line). 
Red circles represent experimentally determined values from glucose-limited chemostat cultures17,52 and red 
triangles values from glucose batch cultures52,53. The objective of maximization of growth generated the best 
predictions as evident from smallest median of relative errors between n = 49 experimental data and predictions 
obtained with this objective. 
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Predictions of intracellular fluxes of S. cerevisiae with flux balance analysis using 
the model constrained by g
diss
lim 
Predicted and measured intracellular fluxes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The graphs show flux boundaries from 
flux variability analyses (light grey areas) and the multivariate distribution of intracellular fluxes obtained by 
sampling (n = 10’000’000) the solution space of the gdisslim-constrained model for optimal growth rates, with the 
black lines representing medians and the dark blue areas the 97.5 % confidence intervals. The symbols denote fluxes 
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determined by 13C-based metabolic flux analysis; diamonds from Ref. 54; squares Ref. 55; triangles Ref. 56; circles 
Ref. 57. Note that these fluxes were determined with small metabolic networks (in the order of 20-30 reactions) and 
included heuristic assumptions on the reversibility of metabolic reactions. Therefore, these estimates may contain 
errors and biases as discussed in Ref. 54 and should be understood as a comparison rather than a benchmark. The 
thermodynamic S. cerevisiae model and the stoichiometric models used in the 13C-based metabolic flux analyses had 
different sizes. In case of combined consecutive reactions (GAPD/PGK, ENO/PGM, AKGDm/ComplexII/FUM(m) 
and CS(m)/ICDHxm/ICDHy(m)/ACONT(m)), we thus compared the respective 13C-MFA inferred flux to each 
individual reaction. In case of combined parallel reactions we compared the 13C-MFA inferred flux to the sum of the 
corresponding reactions in the thermodynamic S. cerevisiae model. In those cases, no variability was plotted. FBA: 
fructose-bisphosphate aldolase; TPI: triose-phosphate isomerase; GAPD: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase; PFK: phosphofructokinase; PGM: phosphoglycerate mutase; ENO: enolase; PYK: pyruvate kinase; 
TALA: transaldolase; TKT1: transketolase 1; TKT2: transketolase 2; CS(m): citrate synthase (mitochondrial); 
ACONT(m): aconitate hydratase (mitochondrial); ICDHxm: NAD+ dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase, 
mitochondrial; ICDHy(m): NADP+ dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase (mitochondrial); AKGDm: oxoglutarate 
dehydrogenase, mitochondrial; ComplexII: complex II of the respiratory chain; FUM(m): fumarase (mitochondrial); 
PGPS: phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase/phosphoserine transaminase/phosphoserine phosphatase; GHMT2: glycine 
hydroxymethyltransferase; PYRDC: pyruvate decarboxylase; ALDD2xm: NAD+ dependent aldehyde 
dehydrogenase, mitochondrial; ALDDy(m): NADP+ dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase (mitochondrial); ACS(m): 
acetyl-CoA synthetase (mitochondrial); ACOAH: acetyl-CoA hydrolase; MEm: malic enzyme, mitochondrial; PC: 
pyruvate carboxylase. 
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Supplementary Figure 8 | Global flux variability of the 144 linear independent processes at different GURs 
for S. cerevisiae 
The flux variability of the 144 linear independent processes (determined by flux coupling analysis48) was determined 
by subtracting the lower from the upper flux bound as determined by flux variability analyses of the solution of the 
gdisslim-constrained flux balance analysis (Supplementary Method 2.4). In the figure, the distribution of these flux 
variabilities is shown as a box plots (black bars indicate the 0 % and 100 % quartiles, blue bars the 25 % and 75 % 
quartiles and black dots the median flux variability). These data show that the flux variability decreases with 
increasing GURs, albeit with discontinuities in the variability at specific GURs. 
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Supplementary Figure 9 | Results of the regression analysis for E. coli 
(a) Goodness of fit obtained in the regression analysis. The goodness of fit was determined by the reduced chi 
square statistics, χ2red, (the expected prediction error was determined by parametric bootstrap with n = 2000 training 
data sets, Supplementary Method 3.1), which we evaluated for different choices of the regularization parameter α. 
We found that the model fits the data the best for an α of 4 (χ2red,α = 1.03). Fitted values from the regression with a 
regularization factor α of 4 versus measured values; (b) extracellular rates; (c) standard Gibbs energies of reactions, 
where the measured values are here the ones estimated using the component contribution method. Figure b and c 
show the values of all 7 sub-problems (compare Supplementary Method 3.1). 
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Supplementary Figure 10 | The Gibbs energy dissipation rate does not exceed an upper limit also in E. coli 
 The Gibbs energy dissipation rate, gdiss (black dots), as determined by regression analysis including a parametric 
bootstrap (n = 2000) and using the genome-scale model of E. coli, the physiological data (growth, glucose uptake 
and acetate production rates24) and the Gibbs reaction energies, ∆rG’
o
j, from the component contribution method
18, 
reaches an upper limit. The plateau coincides with the onset of aerobic fermentation. gdisslim was determined from the 
gdiss values, at which mixed acid fermentation occurred. The solid red line represents the median of those values and 
the dashed red lines the 97.5 % confidence interval. Error bars represent the 97.5 % confidence intervals as 
determined by parametric bootstrap (n = 2000). 
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Supplementary Figure 11 | Spearman correlation of metabolic flux and protein abundance for glucose-limited 
conditions at different growth rates and unlimited growth on glucose 
The Spearman correlation is calculated between the absolute values of fluxes obtained from flux balance analysis 
(Supplementary Method 3.3) and measured protein abundances in E. coli86. 57 % of the measured proteins correlate 
with the respective metabolic flux (Spearman correlation coefficient ≥ 0.6). Genes and reactions were mapped using 
the assignments in the original reconstruction. In a similar fashion we compared absolute fluxes obtained from GUR 
limited flux balance analysis with and without a limit of the Gibbs energy dissipation rate with measured protein 
abundances in E. coli86. Here, we found that when using the limit in the Gibbs energy dissipation rate, a higher 
number of fluxes (75 out of 154) correlate with a Spearman correlation coefficient ≥ 0.8 compared to when no limit 
was used (64 out of 154). 
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Supplementary Figure 12 | Convergence of objective function during predictions of maximal growth 
phenotypes in E. coli 
To solve the FBAs with unlimited substrate uptake, constrained by the upper limit in the Gibbs energy dissipation 
rate (whose results are shown in Figure 5b), we repeated the optimization procedure until for 50’000 consecutive 
executions no change in growth rate was observed. 
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Supplementary Figure 13 | Comparison of predicted yields, with and without maximal Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate constraint in E. coli 
Predictions of the maximal growth phenotype on different carbon sources allowing for the unlimited uptake of the 
respective carbon source and with growth maximization as an objective. Predictions shown in (a-c) were constrained 
by the identified upper limit in the Gibbs energy dissipation rate, gdisslim, of -4.9 kJ gCDW
-1 h-1 and are also shown in 
Figure 5b. The model without said constraint fails to predict the fermentative phenotype (d). Experimentally 
determined yields were taken from Ref. 62. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation obtained from at least 
three biological replicates. 
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Supplementary Figure 14 | Comparison of 
13
C-based MFA predicted intracellular fluxes on various carbon 
sources with FBA predictions using the genome-scale model of E. coli constrained by g
diss
lim 
Predicted and 13C-based MFA inferred intracellular fluxes in E. coli. The FBA predicted intracellular fluxes were 
obtained by constraining the uptake rate of the respective carbon source to the one measured in Ref. 62 and 
maximizing for growth rate. The horizontal error bars show the variability as determined through variability analysis 
(Supplementary Method 3.4). The correlation was assessed by spearman’s rho (ρ), where the p-value was estimated 
using the AS89 algorithm. Note that the 13C derived fluxes were determined with a small metabolic model (25 
reactions) including heuristic assumptions on the reversibility on metabolic reactions. For instance, the flux of the 
malic enzyme (ME1) was constrained as unidirectional (preventing a negative flux) while such a flux is 
thermodynamically possible. 
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Supplementary Figure 15 | Clusters of linear independent metabolic processes in S. cerevisiae with similar 
trends in the Gibbs energy dissipation rate 
The average Gibbs energy dissipation rates, g, of the processes at a given GUR were determined from the sampled 
points of the solution space (Supplementary Method 2.4) and then normalized to the average cellular Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate gdiss at the given GUR. We identified the clusters using consensus clustering87 with partitioning 
around medoids88, where we used the Euclidean distance of the gdiss-normalized Gibbs energy dissipation rates as a 
distance measure. For reactions names refer to Tables 2-5 in Supplementary Data 1. 
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Supplementary Figure 16 | Cellular redistribution of flux to avoid critical Gibbs energy dissipation rates as 
determined from the regression analysis in S. cerevisiae 
This figure shows that the limit in the Gibbs energy dissipation rate causes flux redistribution with increasing GURs, 
globally leading to a change from respiratory to fermentative pathways, similar as what Figure 6 shows on the basis 
of FBA predictions. Seven clusters of metabolic processes were revealed by cluster analysis using the Euclidean 
distance between the average entropy production rates of metabolic processes at different GURs (for details of the 
processes in the clusters refer to Supplementary Figure 15). The Gibbs energy dissipation rates of the metabolic 
processes were obtained from the regression analysis described in Supplementary Method 2.1. The numbers in 
brackets indicate the number of processes in each cluster.  
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Supplementary Figure 17 | Flux redirection occurs at increasing GURs 
The flux variability analyses as done in Supplementary Figure 8 showed that certain processes can either operate in 
both directions (bidirectional) or in one (unidirectional) – depending on the GUR. (a) With changing GUR, the 
fraction of processes that need to operate in one distinct direction changes. This suggests that discrete changes in 
metabolic operations occur at different GURs. Note, the plot only shows processes which change their directionality 
between GURs. (b) Here, a selection of reactions is shown that exhibit discrete changes in the directionality. For 
reactions names refer to Tables 2-5 in Supplementary Data 1. 
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Supplementary Figure 18 | Model predictions are Pareto optimal 
Sampled points of the gdisslim-constrained FBA predictions at a GUR of 15 mmol gCDW
-1 h-1 are closer to the Pareto 
surface (comprised of three biological relevant objective functions, i.e. maximization of biomass yield, 
maximization of ATP yield and minimization of the sum of absolute fluxes) than random sampled points of the 
thermodynamic constraint-based model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (Eq. 15 in Supplementary Method 1.5) without the gdisslim-
constraint. The sampling was performed as described in the Supplementary Method 2.4. The Pareto surface of 
Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (gdisslim-constrained) was determined using the ε-constraint method, where we used 2500 grid points 
to describe the Pareto surface. The distance of a sampled point was defined by the Euclidean distance to the Pareto 
surface were we weighed each objective by its minimum and maximum value. For further details on the Pareto 
optimality analysis refer to Ref. 26. 
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Supplementary Methods 
Supplementary Method 1 | Development of the combined thermodynamic and stoichiometric model 
Supplementary Method 1.1 | Stoichiometric metabolic network model 
The stoichiometric network model describes the steady-state mass balances for the metabolites i (Table 1 in 
Supplementary Data 1 and 2), 
ij j i EXG
j MET
S v v i∈
∈
= ∀∑  , SEq. 1 
where S is the stoichiometric matrix, whose elements are the stoichiometric coefficients Sij of the metabolic 
(j∈MET) and exchange processes (i∈EXG) (Tables 2-5 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2 and and Supplementary 
Notes 1 and 2); vj∈MET are the rates of the metabolic processes, i.e. the chemical conversions and/or metabolite (incl. 
proton) transport; and vi∈EXG are the rates of the exchange processes, which describe transfer of metabolites across 
the system boundary, where the system boundary is defined between the extracellular space and the environment. 
Note that we define for the exchange processes the transfer of a metabolite from the inside to the outside of the cell 
as the positive direction (i.e. the uptake has a negative and the production has a positive sign). 
The translocation of charge and protons across cellular membranes — for instance in the respiratory chain or the 
ATP synthase — is an important contributor to cellular energetics. Thus, we carefully modelled charge- and proton-
dependent metabolite transport, and included charge and pH-dependent proton balances. In biochemistry, we 
typically only work with reactants i (for instance, the reactant ATP). However, reactants actually consist of different 
chemical species ι (e.g. the reactant ATP consists of the chemical species ATP3+ and ATP4+). Because the 
thermodynamics and the number of protons/charge translocated in metabolite transport depend on the chemical 
species, here, we used chemical species to model the transport of metabolites according to an earlier described 
approach15. Further, because the exactly transported species and types of transport mechanism are often not known, 
we also included for transported reactants a number of different mechanisms (e.g. proton symporters or antiporters) 
with additionally including variants for the transport of, at the respective pH, abundant species. In this way, given 
the existing uncertainty in the biochemistry of metabolite transport, we did not over-constrain the model by 
assuming one fixed transport stoichiometry, but in fact, allowing the model to choose between options. Further, we 
modeled in detail all redox reactions across membranes (e.g. the respiratory chain), where we took into account their 
precise stoichiometry including the translocation of electrons/charge and protons (Table 4 in Supplementary Data 1 
and 2 and Supplementary Notes 1 and 2). 
For each intra-cellular compartment separately, we included steady-state pH-dependent proton balances, enforcing 
that the metabolic fluxes are such that the pH in the respective compartment is kept constant. To formulate these 
proton balances, we determined the compartment-specific stoichiometric coefficients of proton (h+) appearance or 
disappearance connected with each metabolic process (Table 6 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2). These 
stoichiometric coefficients were determined based on changes in proton abundance due to the following sub-
processes: (i) chemical conversions; (ii) transports of species between compartments with different pH value and the 
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concomitant release or binding of protons caused by the protonation or de-protonation of the transported species; 
(iii) translocations of protons by proton sym-/anti-porters or proton pumps. Combining all these changes (note: 
depending on the metabolic process, multiple sub-processes operate simultaneously, such as in the ATP synthase or 
the respiratory chain complexes), the stoichiometric coefficients for the appearance or disappearance of protons h+ in 
the respective compartment, comp, (e.g. cytosol, mitochondria or the extracellular space) due to metabolic process 
j∈MET become, 
( )
( ) ( )
+ + +
[ ] [ ]
+
[ ]
H H H H
 of h h h
[ ] [ ] h
(iii)
(i)
(ii)
comp comp
comp
ij i j ij j
i comp comp
S S N s N N s N j METι ι ι
ι ι∈ ∈ ∧ ≠
= − + − + ∀ ∈∑ ∑
 
 , SEq. 2 
where Sij is stoichiometric coefficient of the i
th reactant of the chemical conversion of j∈MET; sιj is the chemical 
species’ ɩ stoichiometric coefficient for the metabolite transport of j∈MET; N̅Hi is the number of hydrogen atoms H 
of reactant i; NHɩ is the number of hydrogen atoms of the species ɩ. The number of hydrogen atoms of the reactants 
,N̅Hi, were determined from the dissociation constants of the metabolites and the pH values in the compartments. The 
dissociation constants were predicted using Marvin 14.12.1.0 (ChemAxon, Budapest, Hungary). We also included 
an exchange process for the transfer of protons across the system boundary to allow for a change in the pH of the 
extra-cellular environment. 
Finally, we introduced steady-state charge balances for the intracellular compartments. These balances ensure that 
the membrane potentials across the membranes (e.g. mitochondrial and the plasma membrane) are kept constant. To 
this end, we defined the stoichiometric coefficients for the changes in the total charge Q[comp] in the intracellular 
compartments due to the transport of metabolites by processes j∈MET (Table 7 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2) as 
Q[ ]
 in [ ]
comp j j
comp
S s z j METι ι
ι
= ∀ ∈∑  , SEq. 3 
where zɩ is the charge of the metabolic species ι (Table 4 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2). Note, to not constraint the 
model by an incomplete charge balance, we modeled the redox reactions and the ion transporters by introducing an 
unspecific unit-charge species (compare Table 4 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2). This unspecific unit-charge 
species allowed us to account for the changes in total charges associated with the transfer of electrons across 
membranes. Further, this unspecific unit-charge species allowed us to not distinguish in the model between specific 
ions but instead to introduced unspecific ion uniporters (Table 4 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2), which account for 
the changes in total charge associated with transport of these ions.  
The proton and the charge balances are included into the model by adding the stoichiometric coefficients for the 
changes in the protons (SEq. 2) and the charge (S Eq. 3) occurring in each compartment to the stoichiometric matrix 
S (SEq. 1). 
Supplementary Method 1.2 | Cellular Gibbs energy balance and the cellular Gibbs energy dissipation rate, 
g
diss
 
Next to the mass, charge and proton balances, we also introduced a Gibbs energy balance, which states that the 
cellular Gibbs energy dissipation rate, gdiss, equals the sum of Gibbs energy exchange rates, gi∈EXG, 
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diss
ii EXG
g g
∈
=∑  . SEq. 4 
The rate of cellular Gibbs energy dissipation, gdiss, is also the sum of the Gibbs energy dissipation rates, gj∈MET, over 
all metabolic processes operating in the cell, 
diss
jj MET
g g
∈
=∑  , SEq. 5 
In turn, the metabolic processes’ Gibbs energy dissipation rates, gj∈MET, are defined by, 
r 'j j jg G v j MET=∆ ∀ ∈  , SEq. 6 
where vj∈MET are the rates of the metabolic processes, and ∆rG’j are the Gibbs energies of reaction (SEq. 8). 
The Gibbs energy exchange rates, gi∈EXG, depend on the metabolite exchange rates, vi∈EXG, and the Gibbs energies of 
formation, ∆fG’i∈EXG, (SEq. 9) of the metabolites transferred across the system boundary by the exchange processes, 
f 'i i iG v ig EXG=∆ ∀ ∈  . SEq. 7 
Note, because the rates of the exchange processes do not describe chemical conversions or a metabolite transport, 
Gibbs energies of formations are used to determine the Gibbs energy exchange rates of the exchange processes, i.e. 
the transfers of metabolites across the system boundary with their corresponding Gibbs energies of formation. 
Supplementary Method 1.3 | Gibbs energies of metabolic and exchange processes 
The metabolic processes have Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’j∈MET, which are due to chemical conversions and/or 
metabolite transport. Here, we defined the Gibbs energies according to, 
+r h
o t
r r' ln' 'jj i iij jG RG G ETT Mc jS∉∆ +∆ ∀= ∆ ∈+ ∑  , SEq. 8 
where ∆rG’
o
j∈MET are the standard Gibbs energies of the chemical conversions (SEq. 10), ∆rG’
t
j∈MET  are the Gibbs 
energies of the metabolite transports (SEq. 11), ln ci are the natural logarithm of the concentrations ci of the reactants 
i (i.e. metabolites), Sij is the stoichiometric coefficient of j∈MET, T is the temperature and R is the universal gas 
constant. For the Gibbs energy exchange rates, gi∈EXG (SEq. 7), we used Gibbs energies of formations, ∆fG’i∈EXG, of 
the respective reactants i∈EXG that are transferred across the system boundary, 
o
f f' ' lni i iG G RT c i EXG∆ = ∆ + ∈  , SEq. 9 
where ∆fG’
o
i∈EXG are the transformed standard Gibbs energies of formation of the metabolites i∈EXG. Note, because 
the relationships for ∆rG’ (SEq. 8) and ∆fG’ (SEq. 9) are linear in the natural logarithm of the concentrations ci, we 
used ln ci as variables in these relationships. 
The standard Gibbs energies of reactions were calculated by, 
+
o o
r fh
' 'j ij iiG S G j MET∉∆ = ∆ ∀ ∈∑  , SEq. 10 
where ∆fG’
o
i are the standard Gibbs energies of formation of reactants i. 
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The changes in Gibbs energies accompanying metabolite transport, ∆rG’
t
j∈MET are due to (i) the transport of species ɩ 
between compartments with different pH values and the concomitant release or binding of protons caused by the 
protonation or de-protonation of the transported species, (ii) the translocations of protons by proton sym-/anti-
porters or proton pumps; (iii) the transport of charged metabolites across electrical membrane potentials. The Gibbs 
energies associated with metabolite transport were calculated as was previously done15, 
( )+ + ++tr Q[in]h [in ] h [in] h [out]h
(iii)(i) (ii)
' ln lnj j j jjG RT s RT s c c F S j METι ιι γ ϕ∉∆ = + − + ∆ ∀ ∈∑  
 , SEq. 11 
where γι are the fractions of the species ι in the reactant i determined from the dissociation constants of the 
metabolites and the pH in the compartment; sιj is the stoichiometric coefficient for the change in the chemical 
species ι due to the metabolite transports of j∈MET (Table 4 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2); SQj is the 
stoichiometric coefficient for the changes of the total charges in the intracellular compartments due to transport 
associated with j∈MET (Table 7 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2); ∆φj is the membrane potential; [in] indicates the 
compartment at the inner side, and [out] indicates the compartment at the outer side of the membrane, where the 
inner- and outer-side is defined to match the positive direction of the membrane potential ∆φj; and F is the Faraday’s 
constant. 
All Gibbs energies used were values transformed16 (indicated by the apostrophe) to the pH values in the respective 
compartment. Further, we used the extended Debye-Hückel equation to take into account the effect of electrolyte 
solution on charged metabolites16. The standard Gibbs energies of formation, ∆fG’
o, were estimated from measured 
equilibrium constants of the enzymatic reactions65 and from the group-contribution method66 using the component-
contribution method18. With the component contribution method, we also determined standard errors for the 
estimated standard Gibbs energies of reaction, ∆rG’
o,SE. As outlined below, we used these standard errors to later 
determine a consistent set of the standard Gibbs energies of reaction (Table 9 in Supplementary Data 1 and 2). 
Supplementary Method 1.4 | Second law of thermodynamics for intracellular metabolic processes 
The directionalities of the fluxes through the metabolic processes j∈MET are generally assumed to be reversible but 
need to obey the second law of thermodynamics27, according to, 
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where the Gibbs energy dissipation rates, gj, of j∈MET\{H2Ot,H2Otm} has to be smaller than zero, in case there is 
flux through this metabolic process. Note, we assumed the water transports (H2Ot, H2Otm) to be fully reversible. 
Because a formulation as in (SEq. 12) cannot be used for mathematical optimizations (because optimizations do not 
allow strict inequalities), we reformulated the second law of thermodynamics as, 
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where we constrained the absolute value of the Gibbs energies of a reaction |∆rG’j| by a lower bound of 0.5 kJ mol
-1 
for j∈MET\{H2Ot,H2Otm}. This constraint, |∆rG’j| ≥ 0, ensured a negative rate of Gibbs energy dissipation when 
there is a flux through the metabolic process, and a zero rate of Gibbs energy dissipation when there is no flux 
through the metabolic process. Note, we choose the technical lower bound of 0.5 kJ mol-1, such that enforcing the 
inequality in (SEq. 13) did not introduce numerical instabilities, but was still small enough to not perturb the actual 
∆rG’j and not bias the predictions (Supplementary Figure 4). 
Supplementary Method 1.5 | Formulation of the thermodynamic constraint-based model 
We formulated a constraint-based metabolic network model M(v,ln c) ≤ 0, which is a set of equalities and 
inequalities of the variables v, i.e. the rates of the metabolic processes j∈MET and the exchange processes i∈EXG 
and ln c, i.e. the natural logarithm of the concentrations of the metabolites i: 
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where we combined the relevant equations mentioned above: the mass balances including charge and proton 
balances (SEq. 1), the cellular Gibbs energy balance (SEq. 4), the equation to calculate the cellular Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate, gdiss (SEq. 5), the equations to calculate the metabolic processes’ Gibbs energy dissipation rates, 
gj∈MET (SEq. 6), the equation to calculate the Gibbs energy exchange rates, gi∈EXG (SEq. 7), the equation to calculate 
the Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’j∈MET (SEq. 8), the equation to calculate the Gibbs energies of formation, 
∆fG’i∈EXG, of the metabolites i that are transferred across the system boundary (SEq. 9) and the second law of 
thermodynamics for j∈MET excluding the transport of water (SEq. 13). 
The nonlinear, nonconvex structure of this model poses a huge computational challenge when used in mathematical 
optimization. Thus, before performing any optimizations, we applied two strategies to reduce the model size, 
without reducing the model’s degrees of freedom. First, we defined the scope of the predictions in terms of allowed 
exchange processes (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2) and removed all reactions that can never carry any metabolic 
flux under the specified conditions (i.e. allowed exchange processes) from the model. Second, we identified 
reactions, which are fully coupled (i.e. carry proportionally always the same flux) as done in Ref. 48 and 
reformulated the model, M(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 14), by replacing the reaction fluxes v with the flux through the group 
of coupled reactions, vgrp, where rjk and rik are the coupling constants between the reactions j∈MET and i∈EXG and 
the groups of reactions k∈METgrp (reaction groups containing metabolic reactions) and k∈EXGgrp (reaction groups 
containing exchange reactions). Note that one reaction group k can belong to both METgrp and EXGgrp if it contains 
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both metabolic and exchange reactions. Both steps reduced the number of variables in the model (and thus the 
computational demands in certain analyses), while maintaining the original degree of freedom. 
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where ggrpk is the average rate of Gibbs energy dissipated by the group of reactions k, ∆rG’
grp
k the average change in 
Gibbs energy of the group of reactions k and ∆fG’
grp
k the average Gibbs energy of formation of exchanged 
metabolites in the reaction group k. All average Gibbs energies of reaction groups were calculated as average over 
all reactions in one reaction group weighted by the respective coupling constant. 
Note that the model strictly still only depends on the fluxes, v, and metabolite concentrations, ln c, and that while the 
mass balance and Gibbs energy balance are formulated using the flux through the reaction groups, vgrp, the second 
law of thermodynamics is still formulated for every metabolic process individually to not lose any directionality 
constraints. 
The constraint-based metabolic network model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15) together with a set of bounds, 
B(v,ln c) ≤ 0, on the variables v and ln c, define the solution space Ω. Ω contains the space of mass-, proton- and 
charge-balanced and thermodynamically-feasible steady-state solutions, in terms of rates v and metabolite 
concentrations ln c, 
{ }grp( , ln ) | ( , ln ) 0 ( , ln ) 0v c M v c B v cΩ = ≤ ∧ ≤  . SEq. 16 
The set of bounds B(v,ln c) ≤ 0 consist of (combinations are possible) constraints on the rates of the extracellular 
exchange processes, e.g. the uptake rate of a carbon source, which specifies the growth condition, the physiological 
ranges of the intracellular metabolite concentrations, ln c, or of the Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’, or an upper 
limit in the cellular Gibbs energy dissipation rate, gdiss. Note that ∆rG’ and g
diss are functions of v and/or ln c and 
therefore the solution space is defined only by the variables v and ln c. 
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Supplementary Method 1.6 | Implementation and analysis of the thermodynamic constraint-based model 
We analyzed the solution space of the metabolic network model Ω (SEq. 16) using mathematical optimization, 
where we formulated different optimization problems, e.g. regression-, flux balance- and variability analyses. 
Generally, these optimization problems, which optimize an objective function f of the variables vj and ln ci in the 
solution space Ω, had the following form, 
{ }( *, ln *) min ( , ln ) : ( , ln )f v c f v c v c= ∈Ω  , SEq. 17 
where the superscript * indicates the optimal solution for the variables with respect to the objective function f and 
the solution space Ω of the metabolic network model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 16). 
Because Ω is non-convex and non-linear, the optimization problems (SEq. 17) can contain multiple local optima. In 
order to efficiently solve these problems, we first determined an approximate solution by solving a linear relaxation 
of the optimization problem with the mixed integer programming solver CPLEX 12 (IBM ILOG, Armonk, USA), 
where we used a feasibility tolerance (eprhs) of 1e-9, a integrality tolerance (epint) of 1e-9 and otherwise default 
settings. This relaxation was based on the mixed integer reformulation of the second law of thermodynamics 
(SEq. 13) as done in Ref. 67, and linear convex hulls68 for the functions defining the Gibbs energy dissipation rates 
(SEq. 6) and the Gibbs energy exchange rates (SEq. 7). 
The formulation of the linear convex hulls of (SEq. 6) and (SEq. 7) requires lower and upper bounds of the variables 
vj and ∆rG’j. The bounds of vj were defined for every set of optimizations (e.g. based on the experimental data in the 
case of the regression, or glucose uptake rate in case of the GUR limited FBAs). The lower and upper bounds of 
∆rG’j
 were — in case of the regression and the ‘maximal growth rate FBAs’ — derived from the standard Gibbs 
energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o, and the lower and upper bounds of the metabolite concentrations found in literature 
(Supplementary Notes 1 and 2), and in case of the glucose limited FBAs based on the, through variability 
determined, solution space of the optimal regression solution (i.e. the extreme values across all conditions) (compare 
Supplementary Methods 2.2 and 3.2). 
Then, we used this approximate solution as starting point for the solution of the optimization problem (SEq. 17) with 
the global optimization solver ANTIGONE 1.021 or the local solver CONOPT349. To facilitate the convergence of 
the solver, we kept the linear relaxation as auxiliary constraints and variables in the model. 
Generally, we implemented all these optimization problems in the mathematical programming system GAMS 
(GAMS Development Corporation. General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) Release 24.2.2. Washington, DC, 
USA). The optimization problems were solved on computational clusters, where we used for the model development 
and testing a small test cluster, which consisted of 30 cores. For the large scale studies, where we solved > 100000 
of optimization problems, we set up a cluster in Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud, which consisted of 1248 cores, 
or used a managed HPC cluster, which consisted of 5640 cores. Solving these optimization problems typically took 
between 30 minutes and 14 hours. 
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Supplementary Method 2 | Analyses with S. cerevisiae model 
Supplementary Method 2.1 | Estimation of g
diss
 and standard Gibbs energies of reactions using nonlinear 
regression analysis  
We estimated the cellular rates of Gibbs energy dissipation, gdiss, (Fig. 2), and a thermodynamic consistent set of 
standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o (Table 9 in in Supplementary Data 1), i.e. a set of ∆rG’
o with the same 
thermodynamic reference state, from experimental data and the constraint-based model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15). 
The experimental training data consisted of (i) 56 measured extracellular physiological rates v͂i (i∈MR (MR means 
measured rates)) and (ii) 422 intracellular metabolite concentrations c͂i  (i∈MC = MC1∪MC2 (MC1/2 means 
measured metabolites present in one/two compartments, see below)), both determined for glucose-limited chemostat 
cultures of S. cerevisiae CEN.PK-7D at eight different dilution rates, ranging from 0.02 to 0.39 h-1 17, and (iii) 166 
standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG͂’
o
j (j∈CC (CC means determined by component contribution method)), 
determined from the component contribution method18. Note that the component contribution method can only 
determine the standard Gibbs energies with certain certainty and fails for certain metabolites (e.g. phospholipids) to 
predict standard Gibbs energies. Therefore, we determined a thermodynamic consistent set of standard Gibbs 
energies of reactions through the regression analysis as outlined in the following. 
For the regression analysis with the thermodynamic constraint-based model, Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15), we 
formulated the solution space of the regression analysis, Ωreg, 
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where we indexed the thermodynamic constraint-based model (including its variables v and ln c) over the different 
experimental conditions k (i.e. different chemostat cultures). Further, we considered the ∆rG’
o as variables and stated 
that they have to be within the null space of the stoichiometric matrix SMET (which only includes the stoichiometry 
of the metabolic processes). This null space constraint enforced the same thermodynamic reference state for all 
∆rG’
o. Additionally, the lower and upper bound of reaction rates, vi∈MR, and metabolite concentrations, ln ci∈MC1∪MC2, 
for which measurements were used, were set according to the 99.95 % confidence interval of the respective 
measurement. Further, the extracellular metabolite concentrations were set to be within the concentration ranges 
measured in the growth medium of the chemostat cultures at the respective growth condition (i.e. the upper and 
lower bounds of these concentrations were set to the lowest and highest concentrations measured in the respective 
replicate experiments17). 
On the basis of the solution space Ωreg (Eq. 18) and the experimental (training) data, we formulated a nonlinear 
regression analysis that we regularized by the Lasso method50. This regularization—done to prevent over fitting the 
data—included a regularization parameter α, which was determined by model selection (see below) (Supplementary 
Figure 1). The regression consisted of two steps: (i) determining the minimal training error errα(y*) (* indicates a 
value at determined optimality) as a function of α; (ii) determining the goodness of fit using the reduced chi square 
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χ2red,α as a function of α. The model selection was performed by repeating these two steps for different α and 
selecting the α with a reduced chi square χ2red,α of 1 (here, we found that an α of 0.05 gave the right χ
2
red,α, compare 
Supplementary Figure 2a), which means that the model and the data fit each other. In the following, the two steps 
will be explained in detail: 
(i) The training error errα(y) is the average loss of the model over the training data using a squared loss 
(corresponding to the mean squared error) as a measure for the error between the model and the training data50. Here 
we determined the squared loss of all standardized (by the standard error) measured quantities using, 
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where yn are the model values, which correspond to the n (#n = 644) measured quantities y͂n (with means and 
standard errors SE), i.e. physiological rates ṽ(k)i∈MR, intracellular metabolite concentrations c͂
(k)
i∈MC1∪MC2 (see below), 
and standard Gibbs energies of reactions ∆rG͂’
o
j∈CC. In order to formulate errα(y) (SEq. 19), we transformed the 
logarithmic concentrations ln c back to the linear scale c. Further, for those metabolites that can be present in the 
cytosol and the mitochondria, we specified (as it was previously done in Ref. 27) that the sum of the metabolite 
concentrations in the respective compartment weighted by the fractional compartmental volume had to be equal to 
the measured (cell-averaging) metabolite concentration. Here, we used a fractional compartmental volume of 0.1 for 
the mitochondria and 0.9 for the cytosol69. Then, we determined the minimal training error errα(y*) as a function of 
the regularization parameter α. Here, we minimized the training error errα(y) with an additional Lasso regularization 
for the standard Gibbs energies of reactions, for which no values could be estimated by the component contribution 
method, ∆rG͂’
o
j∉CC, 
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where nunk (#nunk = 7) is the number standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG͂’
o
j∉CC, for which no values could be 
estimated by the component contribution method. 
(ii) The goodness of fit of the regression analysis was determined as a function of the regularization parameter α 
using reduced chi square χ2red,α, 
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where EPEα is the expected prediction error, and DFα is the degree of freedom of the minimal training error errα(y*) 
(SEq. 20). When the model fits the data, then the reduced chi square is 1. If it is below 1, then the model overfits the 
data, and if above 1, then the model underfits the data. To estimate the reduced chi square, we first generated using 
parametric bootstrap50, (#b = 2000) new training data sets ỹ(b) using the optimal model quantities y* from (SEq. 20), 
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where the Gaussian noise ε was drawn (using a random number generator) from a normal distribution N with the 
standard deviation sd*. The standard deviation sd* was determined from the normalized residuals of minimal 
training error errα(y*) (SEq. 20) with, 
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With the newly generated training data sets ỹ(b) (SEq. 22), we then determined b new minimal training errors 
errα(y
(b)*) by solving SEq. 20 with the training data. Then, based on the b new optimal model quantities y(b)*n (from 
the new minimal training errors errα(y
(b)*)) and the original training data ỹ, we estimated the expected prediction 
error EPEα 
50 with, 
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and the degree of freedom using the effective degrees of freedom50 with, 
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Additionally, we used the b new optimal model quantities y(b)* to determine the confidence intervals and medians 
for these model variables, which were later used to determine physiological variable bounds (compare 
Supplementary Method 2.2). The 97.5 % confidence intervals were determined from the 1.25 % and 98.75 % 
quantiles of y(b)* and the medians were determined from the 50 % quantile of y(b)*. 
For several reasons, the optimization problem SEq. 20 is huge: First, it includes all experimental conditions k at 
once, because the set of thermodynamic consistent standard Gibbs energies of reaction has to be the same across all 
conditions. Second, the exponential function, which was introduced to transform the logarithmic concentrations to 
concentrations on the linear scale, introduces additional nonlinearity.  
Therefore, we solved the full problem SEq. 20 in three steps. First, we determined an approximated estimate for the 
thermodynamic consistent set of standard Gibbs energies of reactions by minimizing the training error (compare 
SEq. 19) excluding the measured metabolite concentrations (avoiding the exponential functions). Second, we used 
this approximate estimate for the standard Gibbs energies of reactions to decompose the full optimization problem 
(SEq. 20) into smaller sub-problems. The model was decomposed by fixing the standard Gibbs energies, obtained in 
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the first step, and then minimizing the training error (compare SEq. 19) for each experimental conditions 
independently. Third, we used the approximate solution determined in the second step as a starting point, i.e. 
approximated model values for the standard Gibbs energies of reactions, metabolite concentrations and metabolic 
rates, and solved the full optimization problem (SEq. 20), using the local optimization solver CONOPT349. Note, the 
optimization problems for the parametric bootstrap only required the third step, since the solution of (SEq. 20) was 
used as a starting point for these optimizations. 
Supplementary Method 2.2 | Determination of physiological bounds for the concentrations and reaction’s 
Gibbs energies 
Next, we determined physiological bounds for the Gibbs energies ∆rG’j∈MET of the metabolic processes j∈MET 
(Table 9 in Supplementary Data 1) and for the metabolite concentrations ci (Table 8 in Supplementary Data 1). 
These physiological bounds (lower lo, and upper up) are required in our strategy to solve the flux balance analysis 
optimizations to formulate the linearized model version (compare Supplementary Method 1.6) and were defined by 
the infimum and supremum, i.e. the smallest and greatest values, of c and ∆rG’ across all experimental conditions k 
of the training data set, 
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and 
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where the superscripts min/max indicate the extreme values of c and ∆rG’ at condition k. 
To determine the extreme values for c and ∆rG’ at the different experimental conditions k, we formulated the 
optimal regression solution space Ωreg*, 
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where we further constrained the solution space of the regression analysis Ωreg (SEq. 18) by fixing the standard 
Gibbs energies of reactions to the thermodynamic consistent set ∆rG’
o,50% (i.e. the median which we had identified 
by parametric bootstrap, Table 9 in Supplementary Data 1), and constrained the physiological rates i∈MR and the 
metabolite concentrations i∈MC1∪MC2 by the 97.5 % confidence intervals (which we had identified by parametric 
bootstrap). Then, we determined the extreme values of intracellular concentrations c by solving, 
( ){ }( ),min/max ( ) ( ) ( ) reg*min/ max ln : , lnk k k ki ic c v c i= ∈Ω ∀  , SEq. 29 
and the Gibbs energies of the reaction ∆rG’ by solving, 
( ){ }( ),min/max ( ) ( ) ( ) reg*r rmin/ max : , lnk k k kj jG G v c j MET∆ = ∆ ∈Ω ∀ ∈  . SEq. 30 
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Note, since the optimal regression solution space Ωreg* (SEq. 28) had a fixed set of standard Gibbs energies of 
reactions, it could be decomposed for the different conditions k to reduce the solution time of these optimization 
problems (SEq. 29) and (SEq. 30). 
Supplementary Method 2.3 | Flux balance analyses with the thermodynamic constraint-based model 
For different growth conditions, i.e. glucose uptake rates, we predicted metabolic fluxes using the thermodynamic 
constraint-based model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15). Here, we defined the solution spaces of the flux balance analysis 
(FBA) ΩFBAGUR for M
grp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15) with varying glucose uptake rates (GUR), 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
grp lo up lo up
FBA o o,50% diss diss lo up
r r lim
glc-D_EX
( , ln ) | ( , ln ) 0 ln ln ln ' ' '
' ' 0
r r r
GUR j j i i i
v c M v c c c c G G G
G G j MET g g v v v i GC
v GUR
 ≤ ∧ ≤ ≤ ∧ ∆ ≤ ∆ ≤ ∆ ∧
  Ω = ∆ = ∆ ∀ ∈ ∧ ≤ ≤ ∧ ≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∧ 
 
= −  
 , SEq. 31 
where the metabolite concentrations ln c and the Gibbs energies of the metabolic processes ∆rG’ were constrained 
by the identified physiological bounds, and the standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o, were set to the identified 
thermodynamic consistent set, ∆rG’
o,50%, (Tables 8 and 9 in Supplementary Data 1), the cellular Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate, gdiss, was constrained by its identified upper limit gdisslim (Fig. 2) and the extracellular rates were 
constrained by the growth condition (GC), such that any quantity of oxygen, phosphate, ammonium, water, protons, 
sulfate (resembling of what was available in the growth medium) could be taken up, and all other compounds could 
be excreted. 
Then, we used flux balance analyses (FBA)14, where we maximized the growth rate, µ, in the solution space 
ΩFBAGUR (SEq. 31), 
{ }FBABMSYN* max : ( , ln )GUR GURv v cµ = ∈Ω  , SEq. 32 
where µGUR* is the optimal growth rate at a specific glucose uptake rate, and BMSYN is the biomass synthesis 
reaction (compare Table 5 in Supplementary Data 1).  
To compare the predictions obtained with growth maximization with various other commonly used objective 
functions22 (Supplementary Figure 6), we minimized the absolute sum of flux (SEq. 33), maximized the growth rate 
per absolute sum of flux (SEq. 34), maximized the ATP yield (SEq. 35) and maximized the ATP yield per absolute 
sum of flux (SEq. 36) in the solution space ΩFBAGUR (SEq. 31), 
FBA* min : ( , ln )GUR j GUR
j MET
x v v c
∈
 
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∑  , SEq. 33 
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∑
 , SEq. 34 
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where j∈ATPprod are all ATP producing metabolic processes. 
We solved the flux balance analysis problems for GURs ranging from 0.25 to 30 mmol gCDW-1 h-1, where we used 
intervals of 0.25 mmol gCDW-1 h-1. The solution of these optimization problems typically took around 10 hours 
using 4 CPUs. 
Supplementary Method 2.4 | Characterization of the solution space 
We characterized the solution space ΩFBAµ*(GUR) for optimal growth rates at a given GUR, 
( ){ }*FBA FBA BMSYN( ) ( , ln ) | ( , ln ) * 0.0001GUR GURGUR v c v c vµ µΩ = ∈Ω ∧ ≥ −  , SEq. 37 
using flux variability analyses, and, as done earlier14,26,51, using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. 
Here, we first used flux variability analysis to determine the lower and upper values (lo/up) in the solution space for 
optimal growth rates, ΩFBAµ*(GUR), (SEq. 37) for different model quantities x, i.e. v, ∆rG’, g
diss, g, and ln c, 
{ }* ( ),lo/up FBA*( )min/ max : ( , ln )GUR GURx x v cµ µ= ∈Ω  , SEq. 38. 
Because it is computationally not feasible to sample the non-linear solution space ΩFBAµ*(GUR), we sampled from the 
linear convex hull of this solution space ΩFBA,LINµ*(GUR). Ω
FBA,LIN
µ*(GUR) was formulated using the extreme values of 
the different model quantities x, the linear equations of the constraint-based metabolic network model, 
Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15), and the linear convex hulls68 of the functions describing the Gibbs energy dissipation 
(SEq. 6) and the Gibbs energy exchange rates (SEq. 7). Then, we used artificial centering hit and run sampling70 to 
sample the linear constrained space ΩFBA,LINµ*(GUR). In order to rigorously sample this solution space, we generated 
10’000 sampled points, s, in ΩFBA,LINµ*(GUR) representing quantities x
LIN,(s) (i.e. vLIN,(s), ∆rG’
LIN,(s), gLIN,(s), gdiss,LIN,(s), 
and ln cLIN,(s)) of the linearized model per GUR. Because the sampling algorithm always performed 1000 steps 
between each sampled point, we generated for each GUR in total 10’000’000 points in the linearized solution space. 
Then, we estimated for the model quantities x the 97.5 % confidence intervals with the 1.25 % and 98.75 % 
quantiles of xLIN,(s), and the median with the 50 % quantile of xLIN,(s). Similarly, the standard deviation and the 
average of x were also estimated from the sampled xLIN,(s). 
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Supplementary Method 3 | Analyses with E. coli model  
Supplementary Method 3.1 | Estimation of g
diss
 and standard Gibbs energies of reactions using nonlinear 
regression analysis  
The regression to estimate the cellular rates of Gibbs energy dissipation, gdiss, (Supplementary Figure 10), and a 
thermodynamic consistent set of standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o, (Table 9 in Supplementary Data 2) was 
in essence performed as described for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Supplementary Method 2.1) with the following 
differences: 
The experimental training data consisted of (i) 21 measured extracellular physiological rates v͂i (i∈MR) (growth, 
glucose uptake and acetate production rates) determined from glucose-limited chemostat cultures of E. coli MG1655 
at seven different dilution rates, ranging from 0.05 to 0.6 h-1 (Ref. 24), and (ii) 679 standard Gibbs energies of 
reactions, ∆rG͂’
o
j
 (j∈CC), determined using the component contribution method18. 
For the regression analysis with the thermodynamic constraint-based model Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15), we 
formulated the solution space of the regression analysis, Ωreg, 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) o( ) grp( ) ( ) ( ) o( ) MET o( )
r r rreg
( ),lo ( ) ( ),up lo ( ) up
( , ln , ' ) | ( , ln , ' ) ( ) ' 0
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 ∆ ∆ ∧ ∆ = ∧ 
Ω =  
≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ ∧ ≤ ≤ ∀  
 , SEq. 39 
where we indexed the thermodynamic constraint-based model (including its variables v and ln c) over the different 
experimental conditions k. The lower and upper bound of reaction rates, vj∈MR were adjusted according to the 
99.95 % confidence interval of the respective measurement and the upper bound of the extracellular metabolite 
concentrations was adjusted according to the medium composition. 
Due to the genome-scale model size, combining all seven conditions, as done for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in one 
optimization problem (to estimate one thermodynamic consistent set of standard Gibbs energies of reactions) is 
computationally no longer possible. Therefore, we indexed the standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o, as well 
over the different experimental conditions and solved each sub-problem independently from each other resulting in 
seven (slightly) different but within itself consistent sets of standard Gibbs energies of reaction. Later, for the flux 
balance analyses we then stated that the standard Gibbs energies of reactions needed to lie within the minimal and 
maximal observed values of these seven sets rather than constraining them to one fixed set. 
The training error errα(y) was then determined as, 
22 2 o( ) o,meanmean ( ) ( ),mean
r r
SE ( ),SE o,SE
, ,k r
' '1 1 1
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# # # '
kk k
j jn n i i
k
n k i MR k j CCn i j
G Gy y v v
err y
n n ny v G∈ ∈
  ∆ −∆   − − = = +        ∆      
∑ ∑ ∑
ɶɶ ɶ
ɶɶ ɶ
 , SEq. 40 
where yn are the model values, which correspond to the n (#n = 714) measured quantities y͂n and k (#nk = 7) 
experimental growth conditions. Next, we minimized the training error errα(y) with an additional Lasso 
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regularization for those standard Gibbs energies of reactions, for which no values could be estimated by the 
component contribution method, ∆rG͂’
o
j∉CC, 
* ( ) ( ) o ( ) o ( ) ( ) ( ) o ( ) reg
r r
,  unk k
1
( ) min ( , ln , ' ) ' : ( , ln , ' )
# #
k k k k k k k
i MR i r j CC j
k j CC
err y err v c G G v c G
n n
α
α
∈ ∈
∉
 
= ∆ + ∆ ∆ ∈ Ω 
 
∑  , SEq. 41 
where nunk (#nunk = 114) is the number standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG͂’
o
j∉CC, for which no values could be 
estimated by the component contribution method. Following an otherwise unaltered procedure (Supplementary 
Method 2.1) we identified an α of 4 to give the right χ2red,α of 1 (Supplementary Figure 9). 
Since the full problem (SEq. 41) could be decomposed in sub-problems, corresponding to each individual 
experimental condition, we solved each sub-problem directly in one step, starting from an approximated solution 
(compare Supplementary Method 1.6), using the global optimization solver ANTIGONE21. 
Supplementary Method 3.2 | Determination of physiological bounds for the concentrations and reaction’s 
Gibbs energies 
Next, we determined physiological bounds for the Gibbs energies, ∆rG’j∈MET, of the metabolic processes j∈MET 
(Table 9 in Supplementary Data 2) and for the metabolite concentrations c (Table 8 in Supplementary Data 2), 
which were defined by the infimum and supremum of c and ∆rG’ across all experimental conditions k of the training 
data set, as described in Supplementary Method 2.2 with the following differences: 
To determine the extreme values for ln c and ∆rG’ at the different experimental conditions k, we formulated the 
optimal regression solution space Ωreg*, 
( ) ( ) ( )
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 , SEq. 42 
where we formulated the solution space of the regression analysis Ωreg (SEq. 39) by constraining the physiological 
rates i∈MR by the 97.5 % confidence intervals (which we had identified by parametric bootstrap) (Supplementary 
Method 3.1). Further, we stated that – since the regression procedure yielded not one but seven thermodynamic 
consistent sets of standard Gibbs energies of reactions – the standard Gibbs energies of reactions, ∆rG’
o, needed to 
be within the, in the regression observed, extreme values (for numerical reason ± 15 % of the respective standard 
deviation (SE)) and additionally have to lie within the null space of the stoichiometric matrix SMET. Then, we 
determined the extreme values of intracellular concentrations, ln c, and the Gibbs energies of the reaction, ∆rG’, as 
described in Supplementary Method 2.2. 
Supplementary Method 3.3 | Flux balance analyses with the thermodynamic constraint-based model 
For different growth conditions, we predicted metabolic fluxes using the thermodynamic constraint-based model 
Mgrp(v,ln c) ≤ 0 (SEq. 15) and flux balance analysis as described in Supplementary Method 2.3 with the following 
differences: 
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When predicting the growth at glucose limited conditions at different glucose uptake rates (GUR), the solution 
spaces of the flux balance analyses (FBA)14, ΩFBAGUR, was defined as, 
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 , SEq. 43 
where the metabolite concentrations ln c and the Gibbs energies of the metabolic processes ∆rG’ were constrained 
by the identified physiological bounds (Tables 8 and 9 in Supplementary Data 2) and the cellular Gibbs energy 
dissipation rate, gdiss, was constrained by its identified upper limit gdisslim (Supplementary Figure 10). The 
extracellular rates were constrained by the growth condition (GC), such that H2O, H
+, O2, NH3, Pi, SO4, CO2, 
corresponding to the medium composition could be freely exchanged with the environment and the mixed acid 
fermentation products acetate, ethanol, formate, fumarate, lactate and succinate produced as well as glucose as 
carbon source taken up. Then, we used flux balance analyses, where we maximized the growth rate, µ, in the 
solution space ΩFBAGUR (SEq. 43) (compare SEq. 32). 
We solved the flux balance analysis problems for GURs ranging from 0.25 to 12 mmol gCDW-1 h-1, where we used 
intervals of 0.25 mmol gCDW-1 h-1 in two steps. First, we determined 1000 approximate solutions by solving a 
linear relaxation of the optimization problem (compare Supplementary Method 1.5) using the CPLEX solution pool 
populate procedure aimed to generate a set of diverse solutions (solnpoolpop 2 and solnpoolreplace 2). Next, we 
solved the non-linear flux balance analysis problem (SEq. 32) from every approximate solution as start point using 
the local nonlinear solver CONOPT3 and picked the highest objective value (i.e. growth rate). 
When predicting the maximal growth rates for the unlimited uptake of various carbon sources the solution spaces of 
the flux balance analysis ΩFBACsource was defined as, 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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 , SEq. 44 
where the metabolite concentrations ln c and the Gibbs energies of the metabolic processes ∆rG’ were not 
constrained by the identified physiological bounds but by the literature derived bounds, which were used in the 
regression procedure (Table 8 in Supplementary Data 2). This was done to prevent any bias as the physiological 
bounds were derived from the data originating from different glucose-limited chemostat cultures. The cellular Gibbs 
energy dissipation rate, gdiss, was constrained by its identified upper limit gdisslim (Supplementary Figure 10) and the 
extracellular rates were constrained by the growth condition, such that H2O, H
+, O2, NH3, Pi, SO4, CO2, 
corresponding to the medium composition could be freely exchanged with the environment, the mixed acid 
fermentation products acetate, ethanol, formate, fumarate, lactate and succinate produced as well as the respective 
carbon source(s) taken up. When predicting the growth in rich/amino acid medium we additionally allowed the 
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exchange (i.e. production and consumption) of all proteinogenic amino acids. Then, we again used flux balance 
analyses14, where we maximized the growth rate, µ, in the solution space ΩFBACsource (SEq. 44) (compare SEq. 32). 
Due to the wider bounds of the metabolite concentrations ln c and Gibbs energies of the metabolic processes ∆rG’, 
the linear approximation of the solution space and thus the approximated start values become more distant from the 
true non-linear solution space, resulting in suboptimal or infeasible solutions. Thus, we solved the flux balance 
analysis problems as outlined for the glucose-limited FBAs but repeated the process until no higher objective 
function value (i.e. growth rate) was found for 50 consecutive repeats (50’000 start values) (compare Supplementary 
Figure 12). 
Supplementary Method 3.4 | Characterization of the solution space 
We characterized the solution space ΩFBAµ*(GUR) (SEq. 43) and Ω
FBA
µ*(Csource) (SEq. 44) at optimal growth rates, 
( ){ }*FBA FBA / BMSYN( / ) ( , ln ) | ( , ln ) * 0.025 *GUR CsourceGUR Csource v c v c vµ µ µΩ = ∈Ω ∧ ≥ −  , SEq. 45 
as described in Supplementary Method 2.4 using flux variability analyses. 
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Supplementary Notes 
Supplementary Note 1 | S. cerevisiae specific model input data 
We developed the combined thermodynamic/stoichiometric metabolic network model for the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae on the basis of the stoichiometric model presented in Ref. 71. This model includes the metabolic processes 
of glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, tricarboxylic acid cycle, amino acid-, nucleotide-, sterol-synthesis and considers the 
processes’ location in the cytosol, mitochondria and extracellular space. The stoichiometric coefficients of the 
biomass synthesis reaction (Table 5 in Supplementary Data 1) are based on an earlier determined biomass 
composition72. We included the precursors of membrane biosynthesis and an ATP-demand for the synthesis of 
biomass macromolecules of 23.9 mmol gCDW-1 (Ref. 73) directly into the biomass synthesis reaction. No further 
ATP-demands (i.e. GAM and NGAM) were included in the model. Further, we allowed every chemical species of 
every transported reactant (i.e. metabolite) to be transported over the membrane, and additionally added symporter 
and antiporter variants, in which various numbers of protons (from 1 to fully balancing the charge) are co-
translocated. Overall, the model contains 156 metabolites, 241 metabolic processes, and 15 exchange processes 
(Tables 1-5 in Supplementary Data 1). 
For the transformation of Gibbs energies as well as for the calculation of the proton and charge balance we used a 
pH of 5.0 in the extracellular space, 7.0 in the cytosol and 7.4 in the mitochondria17, a ionic strength of 0.2 M for all 
compartments74 and a membrane potential of 60 mV across the cytoplasmic membrane75, and a membrane potential 
of 160 mV across the inner mitochondrial membrane76. The standard Gibbs energy of formation of the biomass 
of -80.27 kJ C-mol-1 was taken from Ref. 77, normalized to gram dry weight and transformed to pH 7.0 with an 
average number of hydrogen atoms in the biomass, N̅Hbiomass, of 67 mmol gCDW
-1 (Ref. 17). The temperature was 
considered to be 303.15 K. The upper and lower bound of intracellular metabolite concentrations were set to 1 µM 
and 10 mM, but for 24 concentrations the bounds were adjusted according to literature values. For certain redox 
factors (e.g. NAD+/NADH) we rather defined ranges for the ratio between reduced and oxidized form instead of 
providing bounds for the individual concentrations (practically by fixing the concentrations of one parameter of the 
redox couple to 1). The concentration of the dissolved carbon dioxide was determined on the basis of the Henry 
constants from Ref. 78 and a partial pressure for CO2 between 1 mbar and 35 mbar (Ref. 
17). The concentration of 
water had a fixed concentration of 1 M corresponding to a chemical activity of 1 (Table 8 in Supplementary Data 1). 
For the model reduction, we allowed for the exchange of H2O, H
+, O2, NH3, Pi, SO4, CO2, corresponding to the 
medium composition, the exchange of fermentation products acetate, ethanol, glycerol, pyruvate and succinate as 
well as the exchange of glucose as carbon source. 
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Supplementary Note 2 | E. coli specific model input data 
The combined thermodynamic and stoichiometric genome-scale model of Escherichia coli was developed on the 
basis of the genome-scale metabolic reconstruction iJR904 (Ref. 23) accounting for 904 gens. We revised the 
complete transport stoichiometry in the following manner: In case of passive transport mechanisms (e.g. symporter 
and antiporter or diffusion) only one charge neutral transport variant and in case of active transport mechanisms (e.g. 
phosphotransferase system and ABC transporter) one transport variant for each abundant species was modeled. For 
the ABC transport processes, we assumed a hydrolysis of 2 mol ATP per mol transported species79 (Table 4 in 
Supplementary Data 2). The respiratory chain as well as the growth and non-growth associated ATP maintenance 
(GAM and NGAM) were modeled identical as done in Ref. 80. The final model encompasses 626 unique metabolites 
involved in 917 metabolic processes (724 chemical conversions and 193 transport processes) and 144 exchange 
processes (Tables 1-5 in Supplementary Data 2). 
For the transformation of Gibbs energies as well as for the calculation of the proton and charge balance, we used a 
pH of 7.0 in the extracellular space, and 7.6 in the cytosol81, a ionic strength of 0.15 M for the cytosol82, and 0.2 M 
for the extracellular medium and a transmembrane potential of 150 mV across the cell membrane83. The standard 
Gibbs energy of formation of the biomass of -71.075 kJ C-mol-1 was taken from Ref. 84, normalized to gram cell dry 
weight and transformed to pH 7 with an average number of hydrogen atoms in the biomass, N̅Hbiomass, of 
74 mmol gCDW-1 (Ref. 85). The temperature was considered to be 310.15 K. The intracellular metabolite 
concentrations were assumed to be within 0.1 µM and 1 mM and for 110 concentrations, where metabolomics data 
were available, the concentration ranges were adjusted according reported minimum and maximum values across a 
broad range of experimental conditions. Lower and upper bounds for the concentrations of dissolved oxygen and 
carbon dioxide were calculated based on their solubility at the respective pH and ionic strength and assuming 
atmospheric pressure ± 50 %. The concentration of water and biomass had a fixed concentration of 1 M 
corresponding to a chemical activity of 1 (Table 8 in Supplementary Data 2). 
For the model reduction, we allowed for the exchange of H2O, H
+, O2, NH3, Pi, SO4, CO2, corresponding to the 
medium composition, the exchange of the mixed acid fermentation products acetate, ethanol, formate, fumarate, 
lactate and succinate as well as the exchange of galactose, gluconate, glucose, glycerol, pyruvate and all 
proteinogenic amino acids as carbon sources. 
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